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Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening 
                                                       
         By. Robert Frost

Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village, though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.

My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.

He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
The only other sound’s the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

DREaming

Toaday, it is very easy to see that people get too much stress 
from thier work, school, relationship...etc  and it is important
that they take to do something to relieve their stress and relax 
thier brain by giving it calm, soothing cool-down exercises. 
So, I have decided to make a stress-relief game so that people 
can  relive their stress while they are playing it.
Inspired by the poem, “Stopping By woods on a snowy Evening”
by Robert Frost, the background and the foreground of the 
game could be designed; smooth and calm background with 
a snowy village foreground. 

IDea Generation 

Technical/visual apProach
* Main sketch (Dreaming _afternoon/night/christmas) contains several objects and code for the music and falling 
   snow. Also, each class used for this game is a composite of data and methods (functions).  
* Flower - Four bezierVertexes and a yellow ellipse are used to create a beautiful �ower. 
* Popping Circle (snow)- A bunch of snows are generated when the character catches the star/present. 
   - The score goes higher when the ellipses are generated. 
 ( At the time when the character catches the star/ present ) 
* Music - used Minim Library for generating the background music.
              - Kiss the Rain ( for original version) 
              - Somewhere in my memory ( for christmas version )

* Chracter Design -Inspiration for the character is from 
the online game site called “Orisinal”.  The character is 
designed in illustrator and resized in Photoshop. 
I made the character movement as �uid as possible 
so that the players can feel  smoothness; set framerate(30);. 

 Dreaming is an interactive stress-relief game, designed for 
anyone su�ering from frustration on their stressful life. 
The combination of the calm music and beautiful background 
image creates an imagery of a lovely wintry scene. 
 Dreaming will help people relieve thier stress, relax while they 
are playing it and also it will take them on a journey into the
world of joy, beauty, hope and peace.
 

See more : www.stellight.wordpress.com

How to Play the game?
- Catch the star/ present using left and right key on your  keyboard. 
- Try to jump on the �ower, it will take you where the star is. 
- As you catch the star, your score will go higher, however if you fall down from 
the �ower while you are travelling, you will lose the score you have got and it will 
go down to 0 (zero) if you reach the ground.
 

 Regain your calm, relax and relieve your stress with it ! 
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